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A B S T R A C T  
The design of neighborhood community are important is to achieve social unity and harmony among others are strongly 

encouraged for city development. The balancing elements of physical, social and environment is importance to forming a city. 

Nowadays, many people become individually and personally, especially in communities involving of their local neighborhoods. 

Traditional Islamic teachings and traditions involve guideline that has direct application in the domestic sphere. In order to move 

towards sustainable Islamic urban planning in Malaysia, the formation of city planning must be firmly balance not only physically 

but also the social aspect. This study will identify an Islamic neighborhood principle to be assimilated into Islamic city Planning in 

Malaysia. To identify the principles of Islamic neighborhood principles, a qualitative method research that involves content 

analysis is the most suitable approach to be employed in this study. By the end of the research, this study will reveal the principle 

of neighborhood planning based on Islamic perspective. Thus, this study suggested that good neighborhood planning practices 

could contribute and formulate for good urban form and enhance a better quality of life. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 As we are all inextricably surrounded in a physical context, we are forced to understand the relations of our 
nature and a place. Nowadays, those are living in metropolitan area residents are gradually to become 
individually and personally, especially in communities involving of their local neighborhoods. Community 
development expert be more challenging to determine either community in the neighborhood does make a 
difference in a residence life or conversely. Furthermore, it becomes important for all to understanding of 
community social dynamics as a method to enhance planning practices.  
 In Islamic sharia teaching, do not merely represent personal religion; they also imply a mode of organizing 
society and its institutions, as well as serving as a guide for the conduct of individuals within the institutional 
and social context [1]. Hence, the Muslim is not to be free from care for others. The Ummah principle counters 
an excessive selfishness and individualism beyond morality [2]. 
 In Islamic perspective, neighbor in Arabic terminology can be translated as ‘al-jar’. This word derives from 
the root word of ‘jawara’ which a verb. Besides, ‘al-jar’ can be defined as ‘al-musakanah’ living, residing, 
lodging and dwelling side by side) and ‘al-mulasaqah’ (sticking, holding fast, adhering to as in the case of a 
building or tract of land) [3]. However, the term of neighbor to suit with present situation nowadays, ‘al-
mulasaqah’ is a practical and appropriate to define it. 
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2.0 Neighborhood Planning: 
 There are many elements in good urban planning which as references to experts and practisers, such as 
physical, design, community, environment, density, open space, zoning and others. Nevertheless, neighborhood 
planning is one of importance big element in urban formation. So that, some criteria in neighborhood planning 
based on Islamic would be reveal an Islamic principle of neighborhood planning. 
 
2.1 Mosque : 
 In the past previous of Islamic settlement area until a growing city, mosque or musolla is normally located 
and built in that area which that as a focal pints and neighborhood’s hub. This point is practically relevant to 
functioning of the mosque in neighborhood area, which that mosque not just means for congressional prayer, 
but also for the social community development such as an education centre and neighborhood public activities. 
Hence, there are many function of mosque from the earliest of Islam which their roles as Muslim community 
centre, prayer area, meditation, political discussion and education centre [4]. 
 
2.2 Sidewalk and Pedestrian: 
 Sidewalks separated from the roadway are the preferred accommodation for pedestrians. Hence, sidewalks 
provide many benefits including safety, mobility, and healthier communities [5]. To ensure a safer environment 
for residents and family, the design of pedestrian should build a distance apart from the main road. Hence, 
instead of just being walkway, the pedestrian walkways should designed as a space that allow the passerby to 
enjoy and feel the form, the external spaces and enhance social interaction between neighbors. Moreover, all 
services and facilities in neighborhood such as school, mosque, playground and others must be providing an 
easy access for them.  
 
2.3 Space:  
 The good public space enhances walkway areas’ needs; such as no public life would take place towards 
people where they are still used a car. Besides, sidewalks in the city become a generator for livable places [6]. 
Usually, open space are require for purpose of reactional and commercial events which that can be located in 
surrounding of building and the street (al-fina’) [7]. However, local authority must play their roles and 
responsibility by planning the purpose of an open space or some land. Hence, quick review by the authority 
involved in open space preservation must give attention and able to conducted and understand factors that can 
be implemented towards to make the existence of the area fully utilized. 
 
2.4 Circulation Design and Pattern: 
 There are some street design standard which providing a guideline and a way of functional connection. 
Circulation road of Cul-de-sac or ‘death end street’ design is a concept which a one-way road and not connected 
other way system [8]. In urban planning principle, dead end designed to limiting traffic in neighborhood areas 
and only allows to residents (homeowner) through it. In addition, this road design can be applied with the aim 
of providing some space and privacy among neighbors. So that, ‘death end street’ is recommended to apply in 
Islamic neighborhood planning.     
 
2.5 Privacy:   
 Zulkeplee et.al.2015, defined privacy on traditional Muslim home as a safe and privet place for individual 
and family [9]. Privacy in the home can be divided into a few categories that include of building height. In 
Islam, there are no specific building height and Islam allows its follower to build their house as height as they 
could, but it should not be disruption to others users. Thus, it should also have the logical purpose of erection 
and any development that harm the neighbor should be prohibited. 
 Protecting home privacy is vital in Islam to promote a peaceful and functional family structure. The privacy 
in traditional Islamic home and neighborhood area including privacy between neighbors home, privacy between 
female and male, privacy inside home and individual privacy [10]. Privacy in home and neighborhood area was 
strictly followed the teaching Qur’an and Sunnah to ensure the homeowner can rest from tiring and pressure 
from outside world.  
 Islamic teaching was remind to Muslim are not violated household visual privacy by looking other home 
through their window [11]. So that, the window’s design must be following and installed based on Islamic 
teaching to avoiding undesirable situation. For example, most traditional Saudi Arabia house has a small 
window where’s some houses use high-level windows [11]. 
 The traditional Muslim cities had been developed using high-density concept with attached buildings for 
the efficient utilization of land while reducing walking distance and utility lines within neighborhood and places 
for social activities neighborhood community. The building height can avoid facing the neighbor living on an 
opposite.   The interaction and integration people in community required mixed use, pedestrian realm, 
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accessibility because of city growth, increase of population and people movement to seek their need [5][12]. 
This represents a good example as a case study for planning high density development.  
 
2.6 Neighbor’s right: 
 Every person has their own expectation about their neighbor and surrounding community such safety, 
responsibility and duties that can be morally established.  There is some common proverb before someone buys 
a house, which ‘before buying the house better look for their neighborhood on that area either good or not’ [13].  
 So, it is shows that the neighbor plays an importance role for the value of the house and neighborhood 
community. There are many specialists providing to the rights of a neighbor to nice and kind treatment. The 
following Qur’anic verse guides people to maintain a good relationship with their neighbor and respect and 
appreciate to them. The Qur’an declares about kindness to neighbors,  
  ‘Worship Allah and join none with Him [in worship]; and do good to parents, kinsfolk, orphans, the poor, 
the neighbor who is near of kin, the neighbor who is a stranger, the companion by your side, the wayfarer [you 
meet], and those [slaves] whom your right hands possess. For god loveth not arrogant the vainglorious.’  
(Qur’an, 4:36) [14] 
 Being nice, helpful and give a best treat towards neighbor is a right of living in harmony community, also 
make a person good in their behavioral characteristic. All humankind has their right and deserved to be treating 
nicely and equally.  
 The adaptation by hadist of ‘la dharar wa lad dhirar’ concept by Malik Ibn. Anas, describe ‘there would be 
neither harming no reciprocating harm, nor there is neither injury nor return of injury’. Besides that, it also can 
explain as we as individual are prohibited to harm another’s benefit. These statements highlighted the integrity 
of Muslim in order to respect and preserve of the neighbor’s property.  
 
3.0 Methodology:  
 This study analyses some application of neighborhood planning regarding neighborhood community which 
that can be adapt and practice in present situation. Based on content analysis at the end of the study, several 
principles of Islamic neighborhood planning are highlighted.  
 
Analysis And Discussion: 
 Content analyses are used to determine the Islamic principle of neighbourhood planning. 
 
Table 1: Islamic Principle of Neighborhood Planning. 

Principle Description 

Mosque 
Normally located at the hub of a neighborhood. 

The focal point of a growing city. 
Social community interaction. 

Pedestrian walkway 
Distance apart from main road. 

Easy access to services and facilities. 
Space Open space for activities and event. 

Circulation design and pattern The ‘death of street ‘design to enhance privacy. 

Privacy 
Building height should not be disruption to other users of the area. 
Orientation of window design must avoid facing neighbor privacy. 

Neighbor’s right 
Prohibited to harm another’s benefit. 

Respect and preserve of the neighbor’s property. 

 
 This study reveals the principle of Islamic neighborhood planning based development of principles of city 
planning based on the Quran and Sunnah by doing content analysis regarding of neighborhood planning. It is 
highly emphasized by the Quran and Islamic teaching, which this principle encourages to practices in our 
country especially those related in this field.  
 Based on content analysis throughout the Table 1, as agreed by the scholars, there are some vital principles 
of Islamic neighborhood planning based on researcher study can be considered as significant urbanization in 
Islam. Based on the study, several principles can be highlighted and considered proposed as theoretical 
framework for formulating Islamic neighborhood community: 
1. Mosque  
2. Pedestrian walkway  
3. Space 
4. Circulation design and pattern 
5. Privacy  
6. Neighbor’s right  
 Thus, according to history of Islamic city urbanization of Medinah, neither the Quran nor the sunnah 
encompasses particular urban city planning codes that could be used in planning and designing a Muslim urban 
city that has argued thoroughly by Omar (2007)[15]. Consequently, with the purpose of build a neighborhood 
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Islamic community, it’ urgent to understand a theory and history of Islamic settlement which is a community 
stands for their interaction with Allah as the Creator of the universe,   space, the environment and, provide them 
for that settlement such as people can live, work, play, learn, worship, rise and fall.  
It is urgent to reveal that those theoretical framework of Islamic principles of neighborhood planning should be 
complemented with the urban density of early Muslim cities symbolized the concept of ‘ummah’ where design 
principles of the Islamic City should be considered in planning and designing the Islamic neighborhood 
community to achieve a social interaction within the community. 
 
Conclusion: 
 The paper demonstrates that Islamic principles of neighborhood planning are vital to be revealed attributes 
that could be considered through the Settlement in Islam.  This paper argues for Islamic principles for building 
Islamic neighborhood approach of designing community for satisfy the needs of   community. The teaching of 
Islam about the social interaction is according to the verse Ali Imran, “Hold on firmly together to the rope of 
God, and be not divided among yourselves, ….. (The Holy Qur'an, 3:103)[14]. On the other hand, the focus 
interaction among community Muslim is to interconnect and communicate strongly with each other. 
 The teaching of Islam throughout The Holy Qur'an and the Prophet's Sunnah portray seriously 
responsiveness to the concept of neighbors and community where each individually should accountable to their 
rights along with to the roles and consequence of planning of their community and neighborhoods.  To sum up, 
all attributes discusses above in relation to build a good Islamic society, must lie the faith of tawhid (oneness) 
and must considered as part of main factor. Therefore the concept of tawhid is established in every aspect – for 
instance physical, economic, social, cultural, and environmental. 
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